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The aim of this paper is to prove the following result.
PROPOSITION. Let G be a complex reducti¨ e group, P and Q parabolic
subgroups of G with P ; Q, and K a maximal compact subgroups of G. The
K-in¨ariant Kahler]Einstein metric of GrP restricted to any fiber of theÈ
fibration GrP ª GrQ is again Kahler]Einstein.È
The proof of this result uses ideas suggested by the theory of linear
algebraic groups, in particular Section 8 of Steinberg's ``Lectures on
w x w xChevalley Groups'' St1 and Section 14 of Borel and Hirzebruch Bo]Hi .
An essential ingredient is an explicit description of the differential forms
w xdual to the Dynkin lines St2 ; this description goes back to Borel and
w xHirzebruch Bo]Hi, Section 14 . A special case of this result is proved and
w xused by the first and the second authors in Az]Ko to prove the existence
of complete Ricci-flat Kahler metrics on the complexification of Rieman-È
nian symmetric spaces of compact type. In our attempt to prove our main
w xresult, we eventually simplified the arguments in Bo]Hi, Section 14 .
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1. RECOLLECTION OF KNOWN RESULTS,
QUASI-POTENTIALS ON G r P
Let G be a complex reductive group, B a Borel subgroup of G, T a
maximal torus of G contained in B, R the roots of T in G, Rq the
 .positive system of roots defined by the pair B, T , and S the correspond-
ing simple system of roots. One knows that for each a g Rq there exist
 .X , X g Lie G such that the mapa ya
0 1 0 0¬ X , ¬ Xa ya /  /0 0 1 0
 .extends to an isomorphism of sl 2, C onto the Lie algebra generated by
 .X , X . Hence there exists a homomorphism f from SL 2, C onto aa ya a
subgroup L of G whose Lie algebra is generated by X , X . We set fora a ya
a g Rq
z 01 z 1 0u z s f , u z s f , a z s f . .  .  .Ïa a ya a a y1 /  /  /0 1 z 1 0 z
w xBy a variant of Bruhat's Lemma St1, p. 99 , the group
 :K s f SU 2 ; a is simple . .a
is a maximal compact subgroup of G and we have the decomposition
G s KB. Let P be a parabolic subgroup of G containing B and L the
Levi-complement, i.e., the maximal reductive subgroup of P containing T.
The roots R of T in P have the decompositionp
R s RX j RY ,P P P
where
X  4R s a g R ; ya g RP P P
and
Y  4R s a g R ; ya f R .P P P
Notice that RY consists of positive roots. We haveP
 X q:L s T , U , U ; a g R l Ra ya P
and
P s L ? R P , .u
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 .where U is the root subgroup corresponding to the root a and R P isa u
the unipotent radical of P; in fact
R P s U , . u a
Y
agR P
the product being taken in any preassigned order. The indecomposable
positive roots in L form a subsystem p of the set of simple roots S. We
have
L s T ? L9,1
 .where L9 denotes the commutator subgroup of L9 which is semi-simple
and
T s a z ; z g C* . .Ï1 a a 5
agS_p
Without loss of generality, we may assume that G is semi-simple and
 .  .  .simply connected, so that p G s 0 s p G . Let v a g S be the1 2 a
fundamental dominant weights, r the irreducible representation of Ga
with highest weight v , and ¨ a highest weight vector therein. Choose aa a
hermitian inner product on the representation space invariant under the
 .maximal compact subgroup K and let v be the 1, 1 -form defined on Ga
by
’y 1 25 5v s ­­ log r g ? ¨ . .a a a2p
Let p : G ª GrP be the natural map. The following result is provided in
w x w xAl]Pe for the classical groups and in general in Az]Lo .
 .PROPOSITION. If v is a closed K-in¨ariant 1, 1 -form on GrP, then its
pull-back p *v is of the form
’p *v s y 1 ­­f ,
where
5 5f g s c log r g ? ¨ . .  . a a a
agS_p
’Con¨ersely, any form y 1 ­­f for such a f on G can be pushed down to a
 .K-in¨ariant closed 1, 1 -form v on GrP. Moreo¨er, v is a Kahler form ifÈ
and only if c ) 0 for all a g S _ p .a
DEFINITION. We call such a function f a quasi-potential for v.
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Note that if v is non-degenerate, it can, by compactness of GrP, never
 .have a potential there. A sufficient condition for a closed 1, 1 -form on a
2 .complex manifold M to have a potential is that H M, R s 0 and
1 .H M,O s 0, O being the sheaf of holomorphic functions on M. ForM M
the convenience of the reader, we recall the main steps of the proof of the
above proposition. The idea is that as G is semi-simple and simply
 .connected, every closed 1, 1 -form v on G can be written as v sÄ Ä
’y 1 ­­f, and the potential f is determined up to functions of type
h q h, h being holomorphic on G. In particular, if v is a closed K-
 .invariant 1, 1 -form on GrP and v s p *v, then we may assume thatÄ
’v s y 1 ­­f is left K-invariant and right P-invariant, and therefore theÄ
potential f is determined up to a constant. Indeed, as K is maximal
compact in G, every K-invariant holomorphic function on G must be
constant. Since G s KP, the potential f is completely determined on P.
Now for p g P, RUv s v, R being the right translation by p, so RUf y fÄ Äp p p
 .  .  .  .is a constant, say, c p , and so c pq s c p q c q for p, q g P, and also
 .  .  .  .f p y f e s c p . Taking f e s 0, it remains to determine additive
characters of P which are invariant under the maximal compact subgroup
K s K l P of P. Since a character vanishes on the commutator subgroupP
P9 of P, using the decomposition P s P9T where1
T s a z ; z g C* , .Ï1 a a 5
agS_p
we just have to determine the additive characters of 1-parameter group aÏ
which are invariant under S1 and these are clearly of the form
< <a z ª c log z . .Ï a
Hence the potential is of the form claimed above. For the proof of the fact
’that the form y 1 ­­f for such a f can be pushed down and it is KahlerÈ
 . w xif all c ) 0 ;a g S _ p , the reader is referred to Az]Lo .a
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE DUALS OF
THE DYNKIN LINES
Let j s eP g GrP. With the notations of Section 1, let a g S _ p .0
1 . w xThen L ? j ( P C . The following definition is due to Steinberg St2 .a 0
DEFINITION. We denote the copy of the projective line L ? j by Pa 0 a
and call it the Dynkin line corresponding to the root a .
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 .Let v be the 1, 1 -form on G as defined in Section 1. Then, as alreadya
 .remarked, v is the pull-back of a K-invariant closed 1, 1 -form v ;a
 .   ..namely, if s is a local section of G ª GrP, then v j s v s j .a a
 4 2 .PROPOSITION. The forms v ; a g S _ p form a basis of H GrP, Ra
and
v s d .H a a b
Pb
Proof. As we have assumed G to be simply connected, we have
 .  .p G s 0 s p G . From the homotopy exact sequence of the fibration1 2
 .  .  .P ª G ª GrP we obtain p GrP s 0, p GrP ( p P . Using the1 2 1
 .   . 4decomposition P s T L9R P , where T s  a z ; z g C* , weÏ1 u 1 a g S _p a a
 .  .  .see that p P ( p T . From p GrP s 0 and the Hurewicz Theorem1 1 1 1
 .  .  .we have p GrP ( H GrP, Z and so the rank of p GrP is equal to2 2 2
the cardinality of S _ p . Let us now show that for a , b g S _ p , H v sP ab
d , where P s L ? j is a Dynkin line. The computation is similar toab b b 0
w xthat in Az . A local section of G ª GrP defined in a neighborhood of
 .y  .yj s eP is r ? j ¬ r, r g R P , where R P is the unipotent radical0 0 u u
of the parabolic subgroup opposite to P. We have
P s U ? j j n ? j ,b yb 0 b 0
0 1 .where n s f , sob b y1 0
v s v .H Ha a
P U ?jb yb 0
 .By the Gram]Schmidt process applied to the columns of SL 2, C we have
1r2 z2< <1 q z 0 . 11 0 2s k ,< <1 q zy1r2 /z 1 2 0  0< <0 1 q z . 0 1
 .where k g SU 2 , so
z1r22Ï < <u z s f k b 1 q z u . .  .  . /yb b b 2 /< <1 q z
Hence
1r22Ï5 5 5 < < 5u ? ¨ s b 1 q z ? ¨ . /yb a a
Ï .v ba1r2 1r2, dab2 2< < < <s 1 q z s 1 q z . .  . /
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So
v s 0H a
Pb
if a / b and
’y 1 2< <v s ­­ log 1 q z s 1 .H Ha 2pP Cb
 4if a s b. Hence the forms v are independent generators ofa a g S _p
2 .  4H GrP and their duals are the Dynkin lines P .a a g S _p
3. CHERN CLASSES OF LINE BUNDLES ON GrP
For the proof of the main result, we need a good formula for the Chern
class of a homogeneous line bundle on GrP. We derive a formula by
constructing a norm on such a line bundle which is suitable for root-
w x  .theoretical computations, following the ideas in Az . Let L, p be a
holomorphic line bundle on a complex manifold M. Recall that a norm on
L is a differentiable function N: L ª RG 0 such that for all p g M,
y1 .  . < <  .  .¨ g p p , and z g C, N z¨ s z N ¨ , and N ¨ s 0 if and only if
¨ s 0. If s is a local non-vanishing section of L then the form
y2’ .  .y 1 r2p ­­ log N s is a well-defined form and its cohomology class
is independent of s and the chosen norm: this is by definition, the Chern
 .class c L of L. We want to write down the Chern class of a homogeneous
line bundle on GrP. Let x be a holomorphic character of P and let be Lx
 .  .the line bundle G = C s G = Cr; , where g, z ; g , z if and only ifP 1 1
 y1 .g s gp, z s x p z for some p g P. Fix a Borel subgroup B ; P and a1 1
maximal torus T ; B. Let S be the set of simple roots and p ; S the set
of indecomposable positive roots of the Levi complement of P. Let K be
the maximal compact subgroup of G as defined in Section 1. Now
G = C s KP = C ( K = C, by an isomorphism, say, Q. The functionP P K l P
G 0 w x. < <  . 1 f : K = C ª R , f k = z s z , is well defined as x K ; S KK l P P P
. G 0being K l P . Define a function N: G = C ª R byP
w x w xN g = z s f Q g = z . .  . .
w x  .Here, g = z denotes the equivalence class of g, z under the relation
; . By construction, N is K-invariant and
w xc L s c v . . x a a
agS_p
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w xTo calculate c we follow Az . A local cross section of L defined near ja x 0
w x  .y w xis r ? j ¬ r = 1 , r g R P . A computation as in Az and Section 20 u
shows that
 :c L s y x , a .Ï .H x
Pa
Hence
 :w xc L s y x , a v .Ï . x a
agS_p
We have thus proved the Chern class formula for homogeneous line
bundles over flag manifolds.
4. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT
Before proving the main result, let us recall the definition of the Ricci
w xform of a volume form Sh, p. 322 . If V is a volume form on an
n-dimensional complex manifold, then in local holomorphic coordinates
V s f dz n ??? n dz n dz n ??? n dz . The Ricci form of V is by defini-1 n 1 n
tion
’y 1
< <Ric V s y ­­ log f .
2p
w xBy a classical computation of Calabi Ca , for a Kahler form v, its RicciÈ
  . .  .form the 1, 1 -form associated to the Ricci curvature tensor Ric v
coincides with the Ricci form of the volume form v n. The first Chern class
of a complex manifold M is the Chern class of the anticanonical bundle
y1  .  .K , hence Ric v g c M . Consider now M s GrP. Fix a maximalG r P 1
compact subgroup K of G such that G s KP and K l P s K is aP
maximal compact subgroup of P. If v and v are closed K-invariant1 2 ’ . w x w x w1, 1 -forms on GrP and v s v then v y v s y 1 ­­f Be, p.1 2 1 2
x85 . By averaging over K, we may assume that f is K-invariant, hence f is
a constant, so v s v . In particular, if v is K-invariant Kahler form,È1 2
 .  .  .then Ric v is also K-invariant and represents c GrP , so if v g c GrP1 1
 .we must have v s Ric v and v would be Kahler]Einstein. It is classicalÈ
 . w xthat c GrP is positive Bo]Hi, Sect. 14 . For the sake of completeness,1
and as a modification of the argument gives the main result, we give a
 .proof in the present setup. Now c GrP is the Chern class of the line1
bundle on GrP defined by the character
x s y a ,
 .agR Pu
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 .where R P denotes the unipotent radical of P. Indeed, the anticanonicalu
bundle of Ky1 is the homogeneous line bundle defined by the determi-G r P
 .nant of the isotropy representation of P at the tangent space of T GrPj 0
  .y.( Lie R P . The Levi-complement of P is described by a set p ofu
 .simple roots and a g R P if and only if a is a positive root notu
supported by p . By the formula in Section 3
 :w xc GrP s c L s r , a v , . Ï . 1 x a
agS_p
where r is the sum of all positive roots not supported by p . Let a g S _ p
and let w be the reflection along a . We have r s a q s q s , where sa 1 2 1
 .is the sum of all positive roots r / a such that both r and w r are nota
supported by p and s is the sum of all positive roots t / a such that t is2
 .not supported by p but w t is supported by p . Now w permutes thea a
roots occurring in s , hence it fixes s ; if t / a is positive with t not1 1
 .  .  :supported by p but w t is supported by p , then w t s t y t, a aÏa a
 :shows that t, a ) 0. HenceÏ
 :  :  :  :r , a s 2 q s , a q s , a s 2 q s , a G 2,Ï Ï Ï Ï1 2 2
so that
 :w xc L s r , a vÏ . x a
agS_p
 :with r, a ) 0 for ;a g S _ p . By the proposition in Section 1, we seeÏ
 .that c L is represented by a K-invariant Kahler form whose pull-back toÈx
G is
’y 1  r , a :Ï5 5­­ log r g ? ¨ . 1 .  . a a /2p agS_p
Now fix a parabolic subgroup Q such that P ; Q. The fibers of GrP ª
 .GrQ are K-translates of QrP. It suffices to verify that c GrP restricted1
 .  .to QrP is c QrP , for, as we have just seen, c GrP is represented by a1 1
K-invariant positive form whose restriction to QrP is positive and invari-
 .ant under the maximal compact group K s K l Q, so if c GrP re-Q 1
 .stricts to c QrP , then the Kahler]Einstein metric of GrP restricted toÈ1
 .QrP would be Kahler]Einstein. Let p and p p ; p be the simple setsÈ Ä Ä
of roots of the Levi complements of P and Q. Now
 :w xc GrP s r , a v , . Ï1 a
agS_p
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where
r s r s s q t ,
 .r)0, supp r op
where s is the sum of the positive roots with support outside p but in pÄ
and t is the sum of the positive roots not supported by p . Now for a g p ,Ä Ä
 .  :  :  :w t s t , so t , a s 0. Hence r, a s s , a for all a g p . On theÏ Ï Ï Äa
other hand, QrP s L rL l P, L being the Levi-complement of Q, soQ Q Q
 : <w xc QrP s s , a v . . Ï Q r P1 a
agp_pÄ
Finally, we have
’y 1 y25 5c GrP s ­­ log s , 2 .  .1 2p
where s is a local non-vanishing section of the line bundle G = C, with PP
operating on C by the character r. Since at j s eP we can take0
 . w x  .y  .  . <s r ? j s r = 1 , r g R P , it follows from 1 and 2 that v s 0Q r P0 u a
for ;a g S _ p and therefore thatÄ
<  : <  : <w x w xc GrP s r , a v q r , a v . Ä Ï Q r P Q r P Q r P1 a a
agp_p agS_pÄ Ä
 : <w xs s , a vÏ Q r Pa
agp_pÄ
s c QrP . .1
This proves the result completely.
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